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Abstract
Performance evaluation of feature sets for carried object detection in
still images
Human activity recognition has gathered a lot of interest. The ability to accurately detect
carried objects on human beings will directly help activity recognition. This thesis performs
evaluation of four different features for carried object detection. To detect carried objects,
image chips in a video are extracted by tracking moving objects using an off the shelf tracker.
Pixels with similar colors are grouped together by using a superpixel segmentation algorithm.
Features are calculated with respect to every superpixel, encoding information regarding
their location in the track chip, shape of the superpixel, pose of the person in the track
chip, and appearance of the superpixel. ROC curves are used for analyzing the detection
of a superpixel as a carried object using these features individually or in a combination.
These ROC curves show that the detection using Shape features as they are calculated have
very less information. The location features, though simple to calculate, have a significant
usable information. Detection using pose of a person in the track chip and appearance of the
superpixel depend largely on the data used for their calculation. Pose detections are more
likely to be correct if there are no occlusions, while appearance work better if we have high
resolution of input images.
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In recent years, surveillance cameras have gained phenomenal world wide use. For exam-
ple, the Domain Awareness System developed by a joint effort with the City of New York
and Microsoft deploys close to 3000 cameras [14], allowing security personnel a better view
of the city. Another article from the Telegraph [2], reports figures, from a survey carried out
in Great Britain, stating that it has close to 5.9 million CCTV cameras.
A survey carried out by Transparency Market Research indicates an exponential growth
rate in the global video surveillance market, as shown in Figure 1.1. We can see that the Video
Surveillance as a Service (VSaaS) is growing at a linear rate, while the video surveillance
market is growing exponentially. This linear rate is due to the difficulty in automatically
Figure 1.1. Global Video Surveillance and VSaaS market size and forecast,
2011 - 2019, [16]
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analyzing video data. The gap between the VSaaS and total video surveillance market
indicates the potential scope of development of video analytics. This indicates that there
is a huge demand on automatic and standalone operations in the video market. The above
examples indicate that there is a huge data overload from a network of cameras, and the
need to automatically detect and analyze human activity is unprecedented. Actions in the
scene involving people carrying objects attracts more attention for obvious reasons, and
automatically detecting carried objects is the heart of this thesis.
Detecting objects carried by people is a difficult and an interesting task. Carried objects
are in different shapes, sizes and blend well with the person’s clothing. For example, a person
carrying a suitcase can be easily confused with a long coat. For the scope of this thesis, only
large objects are considered as carried objects. A coffee mug in our hands, or, a person
walking his dog are not considered as examples of carried objects.
An important breakthrough in the field of carried object detection was published in an
approach commonly known as “Backpack” by Haritaoglu et al. [9] in 1999. The algorithm
presented in this [9] approach detects backpacks by monitoring the periodicity of protrusions
in the human silhouette. Following this there have been many approaches contributing
incremental developments in the detection accuracy. These related approaches for detecting
carried objects are discussed in detail in the Literature Review chapter along with component
techniques used in this thesis. All published approaches use video information, and there is
a requirement to explore the information available in still video frames for detecting carried
objects. Filling this gap in the literature of detecting carried objects by using only still
frames in a video is the core contribution of this thesis. This thesis also provides a baseline
performance metric for gauging the performance of other complex techniques. Hence any
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complex technique should exceed the performance of detecting carried objects using still
images.
To detect carried objects in still images, all moving objects from a video are tracked
using an off the shelf tracker, and image crops are extracted in every frame around the
moving object. These image crops are known as image tracks, and are used as an input for
further processing. Pixels with similar color are grouped together, such a group is called as
superpixel. Image features relative to these super pixels are calculated encoding informa-
tion regarding the location of this super pixel in the image track, shape of this superpixel,
appearance of the superpixel, and pose of a person in the image track. Location features
encode likelihood of finding a carried object at a given location in the image track. Pose
features encode different pose configurations for carrying an object. Appearance and shape
features encode appearance and shapes properties of carried objects.
Chapter 2 illustrates different key approaches for detecting carried objects on people,
along with important concepts used in this thesis. The process of extracting image chips
from videos, calculation of image features, and the methodology of detection is discussed
in Chapter 3. Performance of features encoding information about location, pose, shape,
and appearance for detecting carried objects is evaluated in Chapter 4 using ROC plots.




There are two major schools of thought in the field of carried object detection. One
school of thought detects people carrying objects by analyzing differences in human gait and
motion patterns. The other school of thought detects carried objects on people by segmenting
protrusions in the human silhouette and analyzes these protrusions according to periodicity
and its temporal association with the foreground silhouette. The Figure 2.1 illustrates a
layout of the literature, and overlapping concepts.
BenAbdelkader et. al 
2002
Tavanai et. al 2013: Maximize objective function
Subtract foreground 
from Pose Algorithm 
(Yang et. al 2011) 
Damen & Hogg 2008 
Haritaoglu et. al 1999
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Detect People Carrying Objects
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containing a carried 
object is not periodic
Figure 2.1. Schools of Thought for Carried Object Detection
The first school of thought is expressed in the work by BenAbdelkader and Davis [3], Senst
et al. [18] uses differences in human gait when carrying an object and when not carrying an
object. In another approach Senst et al. [17] observe that humans, when walking, exhibit
two different types of motion. Head and torso have a uniform direction of motion, while
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arms and legs show periodic changes, they also argue that people carrying objects do not
follow this motion pattern.
In the second school of though there are two major steps for detecting carried objects.
The first step is to segment different foreground regions, and the second step is to check if
these segments show any periodic behavior over time or if they have any spacial relationship
with other foreground regions. Haritaoglu et al. [9] and Damen et al. [6] assume that carried
objects are protrusions in the human silhouette, and classify protrusions which do not show
periodic properties as carried objects. Tavanai et al. [20] segment convex and elongated
foreground regions, and classify them as carried objects if they follow a spatial relationship
with the foreground.
Both schools of thought as summarized above use information from multiple frames in a
video, either for gait analysis or to check if a particular region is periodic. In contrast, the
algorithm discussed in this thesis aims at analyzing different features calculated using only
single image frames, with an emphasis on performance gain or lost. Detection performance
is compared with other published works. The following sections discuss previously published
approaches and other important component techniques.
2.1. Backpack: Detection of People Carrying Objects Using Silhouettes
A system commonly referred to as “Backpack” [9] was one the first works published for
detecting carried objects on human beings. Authors of this work assume that the human
body is roughly symmetric in shape and shows periodic changes. The sections below discuss
key contributions and shortcomings of this approach.
2.1.1. Symmetry Analysis. Haritaoglu et al. [9] assume that the human silhouette is
symmetric about a body axis when unencumbered. To calculate this body axis principal
5
component analysis is performed on silhouette pixel locations to find out the axis corre-
sponding to the maximum eigen vector. An axis parallel to the axis just calculated and
passing through the median location of all silhouette pixel locations is used as the body axis.
Figure 2.2 shows a silhouette of a person extracted from PETS2006 dataset and walking
perpendicular to the camera.
Figure 2.2. Symmetric and Antisymmetric Analysis.
In Figure 2.2, ls is the body axis, and pl, pr are a pair of points on the silhouette such
that plpr is ⊥ to ls. qli and qri denote the length of the line segment [pl, ps] and [pr, ps]
respectively. The length of the line segment from ps to x is denoted as q
x
s . Hairtaoglu et al.








i ) + ε
Symmetric otherwise
(2.1)
Regions classified as non-symmetric are further used in periodicity analysis for carried
object detection.
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Figure 2.3. Periodicity Analysis Source [10]
2.1.2. Periodicity Analysis. All non symmetric regions are grouped together and
are used for further shape periodicity analysis. Non symmetric regions which do not show
significant periodicity properties are classified as carried objects, as shown in Figure 2.3.
The Y projection is divided into two subsections (see 1 and 2 in Figure 2.3). Projected
histograms for both subsections are calculated for each frame, and compared with successive
frames to find the repetition period by correlation. The repetition of each subsection is
now compared with the repetition for the entire body. If it is comparable with the entire
body, then the given subsection does not have a carried object. Conversely, repetition for a
subsection which is not comparable with the entire body is classified as Carried Objects.
2.1.3. Shortcomings. Damen and Hogg [6] point out the main sources of errors in
detecting carried objects by Haritaoglu et al. [9]. Major source of error is because the
position of the body axis as discussed in section 2.1.1 is displaced by the presence of carried
objects. Also a number of walking cycles are required to calculate the gait frequency, which
is a limitation when objects of interest are not seen for longer durations.
2.2. Carried Object Detection Temporal Template Matching
Damen and Hogg [7] extend the work of Haritaoglu et al. [9] and present a very interesting
approach for detecting carried objects. Moving objects in the scene are tracked using an off
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the shelf tracker by Magee et al. [13]. Temporal templates representing motion and shape
are calculated by aligning and averaging foreground regions of tracked objects. A library of
exemplar temporal templates is also calculated by observing people walk without a carried
object. The difference between the tracked temporal template and the library exemplars give
likely locations of the carried object. These protrusions are then analyzed for periodicity,
with an idea that periodic protrusions correspond to limbs and are not carried objects.
Figure 2.4. Foreground segmentations along with created temporal template
in the last frame [7]
.
2.2.1. Building Temporal Templates. A temporal template is created by aligning
temporal templates using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [23] and then averaging the fore-
ground segmentation. Damen and Hogg [6] slice the trajectory in sections 2 seconds long,
and assume that people do not change their walking directions during these slices, other-
wise the averaged temporal template will not be correctly formed. A temporal template is
calculated for every trajectory slice.
Damen and Hogg [6] use the EPFL data set [8] for building exemplar temporal templates.
Fig. 2.5 shows the EPFL setup for capturing images of a person walking without a carried
object, and being observed from 8 camera view points. The exemplar temporal templates
are created by aligning and averaging the silhouettes for each camera view. An example of
a exemplar temporal template is shown in Figure 2.6. These exemplars are used for finding
out protrusions in the tracked temporal template.
8
Figure 2.5. Camera Setup for capturing spatio temporal templates. [8]
Figure 2.6. Exemplars created using EPFL dataset [8, 7]
An exemplar for the trajectory chip is selected from the library which is closest to the track
chip using L1 distance. A higher matching weight is added to the head and shoulder region
and lower weight is used for the areas near the feet.
Figure 2.7. A walking sequence and a lattice representing the Similarity
Matrix [5]
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2.2.2. Periodicity Analysis. Tracked foreground regions are aligned using Iterative
Close Point algorithm [22] and the L1 distance between two alighted foreground regions is
calculated. Periodicity in a sequence of n frames is calculated by creating a n × n matrix
with the L1 distance between the respective aligned foreground regions. Frequency across
a similarity matrix with minimum L1 scores is the periodicity of the sequence. Two such
matrices are created for calculating the periodicity of aligned foreground regions and protru-
sions. L1 scores of aligned protrusion regions are calculated using the technique described
in Section 2.2.1. Damen and Hogg [6] label a protrusion as a carried object if the frequency
of the protrusion is smaller than the frequency of the complete body.
2.3. Motion Based Carried Object Detection
Carrying objects on the body affects the way in which we walk. We walk with higher
cadence and shorter strides, and the duration for which our feet tend to be on the ground
depend on the weight of the object being carried. BenAbdelkader and Davis [3] look at using
these clues for detecting if the person is carrying an object. Shape and periodicity clues are
obtained by subdividing the human silhouette into 5 horizontal segments, and observing the
temporal behavior of the bounding box width over each segment. Periodicity and amplitudes
of the bounding boxes are compared with those of a person walking without a carried object
and deviations from this provide evidence that a person may be carrying an object.
Fig.2.8 shows the different divisions on the human silhouette. The width of individual
subdivisions is calculated and compared with other frames in the video. Fig.2.9 shows the
auto-correlation results.
This method has the following shortcomings
10
Figure 2.8. Subdivisions of the body silhouette [3]
Figure 2.9. Autocorrelation of the width for previous frames [3]
• As the algorithm depends on accurately detecting the human silhouette, it is sus-
ceptible to errors if background subtraction does not perform correctly.
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• The algorithm does not segment the carried objects, it only detects if the person is
carrying an object.
• Since the 4 horizontal segments do not cover the area about the shoulders, it is
difficult to identify the cases in which the carried object is carried on the shoulders.
2.4. Carried Object Detection using Geometric Shape Models
In this section we will look at another approach by Tavanai et al. [20] which integrates
the geometric shape of the carried object and its association with the person carrying it.
A carried object is assumed to have tracks which have constant spatial relationship with
the person carrying it. For example a dragged suitcase is at a constant distance from the
person, thus maintaining a constant spatial relationship. An objective function which takes
into account these parameters is a major contribution of this approach. Figure 2.10 give a
block diagram description of approach presented by Tavanai et al. [20]
Tavanai et. al 2013: Maximize objective function
Subtract foreground 
from Pose Algorithm 





Person - object 
spatial relation
Person track & 
object track follow 
each other
f(x) ↑ 
Figure 2.10. Carried object detection using Geometric shapes
2.4.1. Geometric Shape Models. Objects carried by humans fall into two categories:
convex shapes for objects like backpacks, suitcases etc., and, elongated shapes for shovels,
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brooms etc. Convexity measure is calculated by the technique proposed by Zunic and Rosin
[24], and denotes the probability of randomly choosing two points inside the polygon and all
the points on the line segment between these two points are inside the polygon. To learn
the shape of parallel objects a degree of parallelism is calculated. To calculate the degree
of parallelism only those contour segments are considered which can be partitioned into line
segments which are non-overlapping, collinear, roughly parallel and are close to each other.
2.4.2. Person-Carried Object Relation. A candidate track is most likely to carry
an object if it follows the trajectory of the person with a spatio-temporal consistency, and it
overlaps with the protrusion. Protrusions are found by subtracting the foreground from the
person region estimates predicted by the Articulated Pose Estimation algorithm [21].
2.4.3. Person-Object Spatial Relation. To learn the spatial relation of the person
with respect to the object a map of votes is created. This map gives a count of the number of
times a given pixel is a carried object relative to the centroid of the person region. Fig.2.11
gives an example of this spatial relation. The first image shows the carried object marked
by red, and the following four images show the development of this spatial association when
tracked across multiple frames.
Figure 2.11. Spatial distribution of the object relative to the person centroid
Source: [20]
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This approach gives an interesting view of detecting carried objects by optimizing an
objective function taking into account the spatial relation between the person and object
track, and the geometric shape of protrusion detected by subtracting foreground region from
the pose estimates by Yang and Ramanan [21].
2.5. SLIC Segmentation
The segmentation method used in this thesis is “Simple Linear Iterative Clustering”,
commonly referred as SLIC by Achanta et al. [1]. It builds on the K-Means clustering
approach to form super pixels or segmentation regions. SLIC segmentation has significant
advantages over the other segmentation methods, making it an easy choice for superpixel
segmentation. Some key advantages are given below.
• There are only two parameters to tune. One defines the number of super pixels on
the image, other controls the compactness of the cluster. A smaller value of com-
pactness will force the superpixels to adhere more tightly to the image boundaries.
Conversely a larger values values of compactness will force more regular superpixel
shapes.
• SLIC has linear O(N ) complexity in terms of number of pixels in the image.
2.6. Pose Estimation
There are specific poses which relate to the action of carrying an object. As stated earlier,
if we carry a suitcase, our arms will align to support the weight and guide the suitcase. The
intuition is to learn the association of carrying objects and the corresponding pose of the
human body. For the purpose of learning poses, we use the approach commonly known as
articulated pose estimation with flexible mixtures-of-parts, by Yang and Ramanan [21].
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(a) A Classicial Ar-
ticulated Model








Figure 2.12. Representation of Articulated Pose [21]
Yang and Ramanan [21] use spring models to link different limbs as shown in Figure 2.12,
which are constrained with a co-occurrence relationship. For example, a forearm is always
connected to the shoulder via the upper arm. A relational tree graph is built to encode these
relationships, and detect human pose. The authors of this algorithm also make their source




In this chapter, the methodology used for training and testing features based on location,
shape and appearance of a segmentation region, and the pose of a person are discussed.
Section 3.1 will discuss the method used for extracting image chips from a video. These
image chips are used for training and testing purposes. Following the section dealing with
data preparation, every section individually deals with training and testing location, shape,
pose and appearance features.
3.1. Data Preparation
In this section we will discuss the process of preparing segmented regions on track chips
used for calculating image features. As shown in fig. 3.1, every video is passed through a
Low Level Vision System (LLVS) which gives two outputs, a track chip, and a foreground-
background mask. A track chip is a crop from the video frame containing an object in
motion. Segmentation is carried out on this track chip as discussed below.
Figure 3.1. LLVS input and output
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Figure 3.2. Conditioning the input through LLVS and SLIC
As shown in fig. 3.2 the foreground image is passed through the Simple Linear Iterative
Clustering algorithm by Achanta et al. [1]. Superpixels from this algorithm serve as a input
to the remaining stages of the algorithm.
For every superpixel we find out its likelihood of being a carried object depending on
location, shape, pose of the person carrying the object, and appearance of the superpixel.
Section 3.3 will discuss how the inputs are used for detecting the carried object depending on
the location information, section 3.5 will talk more about how different poses are associated
with the location of the carried object, section 3.6 will discuss how the appearance of the
carried object is learned, and section 3.4 will tell us about how the shape of the carried
object is learned.
3.2. Labeling
Labeling is a process of marking individual segmentation region with one of the three
tags: a) Person Regions b) Worn Carry Regions c) Drag Carry Regions .
The ground truth is obtained along with the database, over here PETS2006 [19], which
contains a bounding box over the carried object in every frame in the video. The process
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of labeling is carried in two steps. The first step reads from the ground-truth database
and marks the segmented regions which have more than 70% overlap with the ground truth
bounding box. The second step qualifies these labels by asking the user if these regions
contain an object which was “worn” or “dragged” by the person. These regions get labels
as “Worn Carry” or “Dragged Carry”.
Figure 3.3. Labeling Steps
The Figure 3.3 above shows the process of labeling track chips. First, the track chips are
segmented as given in section 3.1 and in this case, region #1 is marked as a carry region.
Later the region is hand labeled as “Worn Carry Object” by asking the label specification
to the user. The following sections make use of these labels for calculating features and
building models for detecting carried objects.
3.3. Location based Detection
There are certain locations on the human body where a person is more likely to carry an
object. For example a suitcase will be near our feet, and a backpack will be on your back. In
this section, a process for learning these favorable locations is described in detail. All track
chips are resized to 140× 70 for convenience.
3.3.1. Learning Favorable Locations. Figure 3.4 shows a pictorial representation
for calculating likelihood of a particular location being a Carry Region. Let a location
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(a) Location Likelihood for Worn Carry
Object
(b) Location Likelihood for Drag Carry
Object
Figure 3.4. Location Likelihood of Worn and Drag Carry Objects after re-
sizing the images.
likelihood image be defined as L(x, y). Hence, Lworn(x, y), Ldrag(x, y) and Lperson(x, y) are
the likelihoods encoding a particular location being a “Worn Carry Region”, a “Drag Carry
Region” and a “Person Region”. Every pixel (x, y) in this image encodes the likelihood of
the pixel belonging to a particular region based on the training labels. Let N be the total
number of labeled images defined as follows.
N = |Images labelled Worn|+ |Images labelled Drag| (3.1)
LWorn(x, y) =
∑











label=Person I(x, y) ∈ Superpixellabel = Person
N
(3.4)
Equations (3.3) to (3.3) calculates the likelihood of a particular pixel (x, y) being a part
of a super pixel of that label divided by the total number of images.
(a) Pr(Location|Any Label) (b) Pr(Location|Person)
(c) Pr(Location|Drag Carry) (d) Pr(Location|Worn Carry)
Figure 3.5. Location Likelihood for different labels
Figure 3.5 shows different likelihood maps calculated for different labels. The white areas
show higher likelihoods of a particular location in the image being a part of that label, while
the darker regions show lower likelihood probabilities.
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3.3.2. Detection using Learned Location Probabilities. During the testing
phase, a video is processed by the LLVS system to extract segmentation regions as ex-
plained in section 3.1. The algorithm for detecting if a given region is a carried object or
not is described below.
Data: Likelihood maps for Worn Carry, Drag Carry and Person Regions; segmented
regions
Result: Carry labels for every segmented region
foreach superpixel in the track chip do
DragScore = Calculate Drag Score for the given super-pixel
WornScore = Calculate Worn Score for the given super-pixel
PersonScore = Calculate Person Score for the given super-pixel




Algorithm 1: Predicting labels of regions based on Location Information
Hence, according to this algorithm, we will be able to assign labels to the super pixels
using the location likelihood.
3.4. Detection using Shape
In this section a method for classifying superpixels into three types which are: a) Person
Region b) Drag Carry Region c) Worn Carry Region , based on its shape is discussed.
The motivation behind classification using shape features derives from the fact that carried
objects are shaped differently from person regions. Superpixel regions containing carried
objects tend to have sharp corners and are broad and wide. On the other hand, regions not
containing carried objects are long and rectangular.
To learn the shapes of different super pixel regions, we calculate the image moments
across the centroid of a super pixel using a technique mentioned by Hu [11] and commonly
known as Hu Moments. Hu moments are useful because they encode shapes and are invariant
to scale, rotation, and translation changes. The Hu moments are calculate as follows.
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(x− x̄)p(y − ȳ)qI(x, y) (3.7)
Since the moments are always taken relative to centroid, central moments are translation
invariant. Scale and translation invariant moments can be found dividing the corresponding








i+ j ≥ 2 (3.8)
These scale and translation invariant moments are used to define Hu [11] moments as
follows which are also rotational invariant.
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I1 = η20 + η02
I2 = (η20 − η02)2 + η211
I3 = (η30 − 3η12)2 + (3η21 − η03)2
I4 = (η30 + η12)
2 + (η21 + η03)
2
I5 = (η30 − 3η12) (η30 + η12)[(η30 + η12)2 − 3(η21 + η03)2]+
(3η21 − η03)(η21 + η03)[3(η30 + η12)2 − (η21 + η03)2]
I6 = (η20 − η02)[(η30 + η12)2 − (η21 − η03)2] + 4η11(η30 + η12)(η21 + η03)
I7 = (3η21 − η03)(η30 + η12)[(η30 + η12)2 − 3(η21 + η03)2]
−(η30 − 3η12)(η21 + η03)[3(η30 + η12)2 − (η21 + η03)2]
(3.9)
All these seven moments corresponding to every super pixel are calculated and are used
for training an expectation maximization algorithm as given in the following section.
3.4.1. Training on Shape Features. The process of training different features using
expectation maximization is shown in the Figure 3.6. Hu features for super pixels in the
training set are collected independently in three sets. For every set a Expectation Maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm is trained using OpenCV [15] to fit 3 Gaussians. Hence we have
three EMs in this case, each EM models the data for Worn, Drag and Person regions. These
3 EMs will be used in the testing processes.
3.4.2. Testing on Shape Features. During the testing phase we want to predict
the label of the super pixel based on the Hu moments. This Hu moment is passed through
each EM model, over here EM models belonging to worn carry regions, drag carry regions
and person regions. Every EM gives a log-likelihood of the point in high-dimensional space
defined by Hu moments being generated by the gaussians in the EM model, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.7. A point defined in this Hu space is given a label which has the maximum likelihood
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  Hu moments for Person Regions
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
Gaussians
EM
  Hu moments for Drag Regions
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
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Gaussians
EM
  Hu moments for Worn Regions
Hu1 Hu2 Hu4Hu3 Hu5 Hu6 Hu7
Hu1 Hu2 Hu4Hu3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
HU1 HU2 HU4HU3 HU5 HU6 HU7
Gaussians
Figure 3.6. Training process for shape features
between the 3 EMs. For example, if the EM for Worn Objects has the maximum likelihood,
then the point is selected as a Worn Object.
3.5. Detection using Pose Information
In this section the process of learning a pose of a person is related to the action of carrying
objects. Two pose features, which are, Cosine Carry Angle and Carry Distance are used.















































Figure 3.7. Predicting label of a super pixel using Hu moments
and the centroid of the superpixel region. Carry Distance is the distance from the end of
the arm to the superpixel region.
(a) Pose feature
when correspond-
ing to contour 1
(b) Pose feature
when correspond-
ing to contour 2
(c) Pose feature
when correspond-
ing to contour 3
(d) Pose feature
when correspond-
ing to contour 4
Figure 3.8. Sample run showing the Cosine angle representation of data
The pose algorithm as described by Yang and Ramanan [21] gives the location of different
arm joints. Using these joint locations different pose properties are calculated. Figure 3.8
shows a sample relation of different pose features for different region segmentation. Region
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#3 is a super pixel over a suitcase carried by a person. We can see the Left Arm is pointing
straight at the carried object, and since the Right Arm is occluded its predicted pose is
incorrect.
3.5.1. Learning Carry Pose. Figure 3.9 charts the process of training an EM using
the pose properties. Three different EMs are calculated for left arm and right arm. As
discussed in the previous sections, each EM model a Gaussian over a set of points in a high







































































































































Left Arm Right Arm
EM Machine
Figure 3.9. Pose Training
3.5.2. Detecting if the given pose is a carry pose. As mentioned in the previous
section, previously trained EM models are used for detecting if the given pose in relation to
the specific segmented region is a carry pose. Figure 3.10 describes the process of predicting






















Figure 3.10. Predicting label of a region based on the pose of the person
scores, one for the left hand and the other for the right hand. The label with the maximum
likelihood between both the arms is assigned to the segmented region.
3.6. Detection using Appearance
Carried objects look different from clothes, jackets, trousers etc. In this section we will
look at ways to take advantage of this distinction. SIFT descriptors are calculated around
SIFT key points [12] and a Bag of Features type of detection algorithm is trained. Following
sections elaborate this process in more detail.
3.6.1. Learning the Appearance of carry objects. For the purpose of learning
the appearance of carried objects, we use the Bag of Features [4] approach. Figure 3.11
describes the process of generating a vocabulary. All SIFT features are accumulated together
in a bin for further processing. These feature points are then clustered using K-Means. These
K clusters now form K words in the vocabulary, which is then used as a representation for
the accumulated features.
To model the distribution of feature points across the generated vocabulary, a histogram













Figure 3.11. Generating the Bag of Features Vocabulary
bins in the histogram. Histograms belonging to every group label is calculated and used for
training an EM as shown in the Figure 3.12.
3.6.2. Testing if the given appearance is a Carried Object. In this section
we will discuss on how to test if the given feature belongs to a Carried Object. As shown
in the Figure 3.13, a histogram of the feature distribution in the vocabulary is calculated.
This histogram is then passed through the EM models to find the model with maximum




















This chapter evaluates different features for detecting a Carried Object by plotting the
ROC curves using the PETS2006 dataset [19]. Section 4.1 discusses the testing protocol
for the features. Section 4.2 evaluates the effectiveness of each feature for detecting Carried
Objects, and comments on the results.
4.1. Testing Protocol
4.1.1. Work Dataset. PETS2006 dataset [19] is a video surveillance dataset captured
at a railway station, is used in this thesis for training and testing purposes. It has people
carrying common objects like briefcases, suitcases, and rucksacks. For an easier performance
comparison with other published work on the same dataset, a testing protocol as described
in Damen and Hogg [6] is used. The main keypoints for this testing protocol is as follows.
• Tracks of people walking together are manually removed.
• Tracks shorter than 10 frames are dropped.
• Out of the 7 sequences in the PETS2006 dataset, the sequence from camera number
3 is used, as there are many people seen from the side in this view.
4.2. Comparison of Performance
To evaluate the performance of detection by different features, an ROC plot is drawn.
An ROC curve is a plot of false positive rate vs. true positive rate for different threshold
values. ROC curves give an indication on how much information is available in the feature,
and area under the curve (AUC) more than 0.5 is desirable. The diagonal line in the ROC
plot indicates random classification with AUC = 0.5.
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ROC curve for detection using Location
 
 
Worn   0.49
Drag   0.69
Person 0.59
Random
Figure 4.1. ROC plot using Location Data
Figure 4.1 charts the ROC plot for detection using location of a superpixel in the track
chip. We can see that the Drag Carry detection beats the Worn Carry detection. It can
be also seen that for the range where Person detection is above random, the Worn Carry
detection is below random, and vice versa. This is because the region in the image chip
which is most likely to be a person region, is equally likely to be a worn carry object. The
shape of the curve for detecting Dragged Carried Objects, indicate that the Dragged Carry
location likelihood map can be used as a filter, example, if operating at the false positive
rate of 0.7 we can correctly identify 90% of the Dragged Carry Objects.
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ROC curve for detection using Shape
 
 
Worn   0.57
Drag   0.44
Person 0.56
Random
Figure 4.2. ROC plot using Shape Data
Figure 4.2 shows a plot of false positive rate vs true positive rate using Shape Features.
We can see that, the curves for detecting Worn Carry object and for detecting Drag carry
regions take opposite shape. For the region where Worn Carry detection is above random,
the Drag Carry detection is close to random and vice versa. This is because, shape features
are calculated using SLIC segmentation which generates uniform superpixel segments. Such
uniformity between the superpixels does not help distinguish Carry Regions from non Carry
Regions. The shape of the curve indicates that there is some information available in the
signal, but not particularly useful.
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ROC curves for Detection using Pose
 
 
Left−Worn    0.43
Right−Worn   0.43
Left−Drag    0.60




Figure 4.3. ROC plot for Pose Data
Figure 4.3 shows ROC plots for detecting carried objects using pose information of the
left and right arm. It can be seen that since the act of dragging an object is correlated to
the pose of the person, there is useful information available for detecting Dragged Carried
Objects. The AUC is above random for detecting Dragged Carried Objects because the pose
detection is incorrect when the person is occluded. The act of carrying objects like backpacks,
have no correlation with the pose of a person. Hence the ROC curve for detecting Worn
Carry Objects is below random.
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ROC curve for detection using Appearance
 
 
Worn   0.53
Drag   0.60
Person 0.58
Random
Figure 4.4. ROC plot for using Appearance Data
Figure 4.4 shows ROC plots for detection using appearance information. We can see that
it has a marginal improvement over random detection. The improvement is not much since
the resolution of the PETS2006 dataset is poor causing very few SIFT points (calculated
using OpenCV) to be detected.
4.2.1. Using combined detection. Location, Appearance, Pose, and shape features
are independent of each other, hence we can combine these features in different ways. The
simplest way is to multiply the detection probability for all features. Figure 4.5 shows the
ROC plots for detection using a combination of all the features. It can be seen that detection
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of Worn Carried Objects is random for a significant portion in the range, while there is a
useful signal present for detecting Dragged Carried Objects.






















ROC curve for detection using Location−Pose−Appearance−Shape
 
 
Worn   0.46
Drag   0.58
Person 0.50
Random
Figure 4.5. ROC plot for using Location, Shape, Pose , and Appearance Data
Figure 4.6 shows an ROC plot using Location, Pose, and Appearance features. We can
see that the detection rates are very similar to those shown in Figure 4.5. This indicates
that even after removing the shape features from the detection combination, there is no
significant loss in the detection rate. This is another indication that shape features do not
have much valuable information.
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ROC curve for detection using Location−Pose−Appearance
 
 
Worn   0.46
Drag   0.57
Person 0.49
Random
Figure 4.6. ROC plot for using Location, Pose , and Appearance
Figure 4.7 shows an ROC plot using only Location and Pose information. It can be seen
that since location and pose features are strong indicators of Dragged Carried Objects, the
ROC curve for Dragged Objects is significantly above random. Similarly Location and Pose
information being weak indicators of Worn Carried Objects, the detection of Worn Carried
Objects is less than random.
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ROC curve for detection using Location−Pose
 
 
Worn   0.46
Drag   0.69
Person 0.57
Random




This thesis studied different features, encoding information regarding Location, Shape,
Pose and Appearance, and evaluated their performance for detecting carried objects in still
images. Location features are calculated by building a location likelihood map of superpixels
labeled as Dragged, Worn and Person. Shape features are calculated using Hu Moments over
the contour of every superpixel generated using the SLIC superpixel segmentation by Achanta
et al. [1]. Pose features are calculated using the pose algorithm proposed by Yang and
Ramanan [21], and carry distance and carry angle is calculated using the pose of the arm
and the superpixel. Appearance features are calculated using the appearance of superpixels
labeled as Dragged, Worn and Person. These four features are evaluated on the PETS2006
dataset using the ROC curves.
ROC curves discussed in Chapter 4, show that location features can be used as filters for
detecting carried objects, and location features are better at detecting Dragged Carried ob-
jects than Worn Carried Objects. Since, SLIC superpixel segmentation generates uniformly
shaped superpixels, the Shape features do not have enough information to encode the differ-
ence between shapes of superpixels contours over Carried Objects and Person regions. The
pose algorithm used cannot predict accurate pose in the event of an occlusion. To encode the
appearance of superpixels, higher resolution images are required. Hence, the detection ac-
curacy using Pose features and the appearance of the segmented superpixel regions depends
on the quality of images.
In conclusion, this thesis provides a baseline for detecting carried objects in still images
using four different features. It also shows the performance that can be achieved using
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individual features using only still images from a video. This evaluation provides a firm
performance metric for detecting carried objects, and any complex work should match or
exceed this metric.
5.1. Future Work
This thorough evaluation of features lead us to an interesting alternative approach for
detecting carried objects. The features encoding information about shape, appearance, pose
and location can be used as priors for segmenting a carried object. Figure 5.1 shows different







Figure 5.1. Features as priors for segmentation
In order to detect carried objects in a video, a Markov model based smoothing detection
over consecutive frames can be used. This would allow us to directly compare the effectiveness
of features to other published approaches which use video as an input.
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